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ABSTRACT: A series of five new catalysts I−V based upon the immobilization of 2-
deoxyribose-5-phosphate aldolase (DERA) on multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs)
were prepared, and their use for the formation of the C−C bond via cross-aldol condensation,
under environmental friendly conditions, was studied. Among the various employed
procedures, the direct immobilization of the enzyme through ionic exchange interactions on
oxidized multiwalled carbon nanotubes (ox-MWCNTs) afforded the most efficient catalyst I.
This catalyst was shown to be stable with a high tolerance to acetaldehyde, and it maintained
its activity for several days, being reused for five runs. The versatility of catalyst I in cross-aldol
condensation was evaluated in the reaction of acetaldehyde alone (self-condensation) or in
the presence of chloro-acetaldehyde. The corresponding cyclic lactols were obtained in higher
yield than native DERA.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The asymmetric aldol condensation is one of the most powerful
reactions in organic chemistry, during which two carbonyl
compounds are combined to form β-hydroxy carbonyl
derivatives (C−C bond formation).1 The enzyme 2-deoxy-
ribose-5-phosphate aldolase (DERA), a type I aldolase,
catalyzes the aldol condensation of prochiral aldehydes with
excellent stereoselectivity and high yield.2

DERA is unique among aldolases, being able to catalyze the
condensation between two or more aldehydes in a sequential
manner and with low substrate specificity.3,4 This greatly
simplifies the preparation of synthons and natural compounds,5

representing an attractive alternative for green and sustainable
manufactures.6 For example, the aldol condensation catalyzed
by DERA between three molecules of acetaldehyde affords
2,4,6-trideoxyhexoses,4a that are valuable intermediates for the
production of atorvastatin7 and other cholesterol-lowering
drugs.8

DERA has been successfully overexpressed in E. coli, and
large quantities of the enzyme can be simply and readily
obtained: the protein consists of 259 amino acids, with a
molecular weight of 27.7 kDa. The purified enzyme may exist as
both a monomer and dimer,3d and analysis of DERA from the
Streptococcus mutans strain GS-5 showed a pI (isoelectric point)
of 5.44.3a

Nevertheless, the use of DERA for large scale productions
remains an open challenge. Some of the major drawbacks arise
from the possibility of substrate inhibition and the long reaction

times usually associated with low stability. In the case of DERA
from E. coli, the dissociation of the subunits (in the dimeric
form) can produce the loss of activity. This problem may be
overcome by the use of proper experimental conditions,
including protein engineering, physical or chemical cross-
linking, and immobilization on appropriate supports.9b

In some cases, limitations have mainly been addressed by
discovering genetically improved DERAs or developing fed-
batch processes,9 while only few examples of immobilization of
DERA on solid supports have been reported.10 Immobilization
can improve the activity and stability of the enzyme, allowing a
better handling and expanding its use under unconventional
operative conditions.11 The main advantages derive from the
easy product isolation, the high enzyme loading, and the
possibility of reuse of the catalyst several times, thus minimizing
the cost of the processes.12

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are excellent
supports for enzyme immobilization, because they offer a high
surface area for loading, as well as biocompatibility and
mechanical resistance.13 They consist of several layers of
graphitic sheets, rolled up into a cylindrical shape surrounding a
central tube, with lengths in the micrometers and diameters up
to 100 nm.14
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Here we describe the immobilization of DERA from E. coli
on MWCNTs. Five novel catalysts (I−V) have been prepared
based on the immobilization of DERA on both pristine and
oxidized MWCNTs, with or without the use of polyelectrolytes
or aromatic acid to increase the stability of the system. After
structural characterization, the most active catalyst I was used in
selected cross-aldol condensation of acetaldehyde and chlor-
oacetaldehyde to afford the corresponding lactol derivatives in
satisfying yield (81 and 89% yield, respectively).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preparation of the Support and Optimization of the
Immobilization Procedures. Covalent and noncovalent
conjugation methods have been reported for the immobiliza-
tion of enzymes, each with its own associated advantages and
disadvantages.15 Noncovalent attachment preserves the unique
properties of both enzymes and support, but the immobilized
protein can be gradually lost during the use of the catalyst. On
the other hand, the covalent attachment improves stability and
reduces leaching, but it could severely damage the structural
integrity of the enzyme. The comparison between different
techniques can provide guidelines for the selection of
immobilization conditions that are optimal to maintain the
enzyme activity as closely as possible to its native state.15 With
this aim, we explored a panel of noncovalent procedures for
physical adsorption of DERA onto pristine or oxidized
MWCNTs (as for catalysts I, III, and IV), or in a more
specific way, by the assistance of polyelectrolytes (catalyst II) or
through a tethering agent (catalyst V). In the first selected
approach, the MWCNTs were oxidized by prolonged
sonication at 25 °C in a mixture of concentrated nitric and
sulfuric acids (v/v, 1:3) for 4 h, followed by extensive washing
in deionized water until the filtrate was neutral. The acidic
treatment allowed the removal of impurities (residual
contamination and amorphous carbons) and the introduction
of carboxyl and hydroxyl groups at the ends or sidewall defects
of the structure, which increase their dispersion in aqueous
solutions. The solubility in water, as a measure of the extent of
the oxidation, was verified by UV−vis spectroscopy (maximum
absorbance at 500 nm).16 A linear relationship between
absorbance and concentration of oxidized nanotubes (ox-
MWCNTs) was observed, with the solution being stable for
more than 1 week. For the preparation of catalyst I (Figure 1),
the ox-MWCNTs were treated with a solution of DERA for 40
min at 25 °C followed by centrifugation to remove the enzyme
that was not immobilized.

In particular, ox-MWCNTs were treated with different
amounts of DERA (with the ratio of ox-MWCNTs:DERA
ranging from 10 to 45 mg/mg, respectively; Table 1, entries 2−

5) in sodium acetate buffer (0.1 M, pH 5.5) at 25 °C, and the
effectiveness of the immobilization was evaluated by analyzing
the residual activity in the waste waters. The activity of native
DERA and catalyst I was measured under standard
conditions,5b following the oxidation of NADH in the
conversion of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (G-3-P) [one of
the 2-deoxy-D-ribose-5-phosphate (DRP) cleavage products] to
glycerol 3-phosphate by the use of triose-phosphate isomerase
(TPI) and glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GDH)
(Scheme 1).
The activity (defined as the amount of DERA required to

catalyze the cleavage of 1 μmol of DRP per minute in Tris-HCl
buffer at pH 7.5) was expressed as activity units (U) per
milligram of support (eq 1), where Ux is the activity (units) of
the immobilized enzyme and Wsupport is the weight (mg) of ox-
MWCNTs.

= U WActivity (U/mg) /x support (1)

The activity and immobilization yields were also evaluated
(eqs 2 and 3, respectively):

= − ×U U UActivity Yield (%) [ /( )] 100x a r (2)

= − ×U U UImmobilization Yield (%) [( )/ ] 100a r a (3)

where Ua is the total activity of the enzyme added in the
solution and Ur is the residual activity in washing solutions. AsFigure 1. Schematic representation of catalyst I.

Table 1. Activity and Immobilization Yields for Catalysts I−
V

Entry Catalysta

Support/
DERA ratio
(mg/mg)

Immobilization
Yieldb (%)

Activity
Yieldb

(%)
Activityb

(U/mg)

1 DERA 1.51c

2 I 10 65 1.0 0.13
3 I 20 89 2.5 0.56
4 I 35 >98 18.0 1.00
5 I 45 >98 4.2 0.60
6 II 10d 10 34.0 0.05
7 II 20d 19 41.0 0.08
8 II 35d 27 54.0 0.11
9 II 35e 32 55.0 0.16
10 II 35f 35 56.0 0.20
11 II 35e,g 33 55.0 0.18
12 III 35 >98 3.0 0.02
13 IV 10 85 4.0 0.04
14 IV 20 91 6.0 0.07
15 IV 35 98 8.0 0.09
16 IV 45 94 14.0 0.04
17 V 10 88 11.0 0.15
18 V 20 92 55.0 0.16
19 V 35 >98 15.0 0.15

aCatalytic systems: I = ox-MWCNTs/DERA; II = ox-MWCNTs/
PDDA/DERA; III = ox-MWCNTs/DERA/PDDA; IV = MWCNTs/
DERA; V = MWCNTs/PBA/DERA. bAverage errors were ca. 0.1%
for immobilization yield and 0.1−0.2% for both activity yield and
activity. cThis value is in accordance with ref 10c. dValues obtained for
a loading time of 40 min. eValue obtained for a loading time of 4 h.
fValue obtained for a loading time of 6 h. gValue obtained using PHA
instead of PDDA.
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reported in Table 1 (entries 2−5), the activity increased by
increasing the value of the support/DERA ratio (dilution
parameter), with the maximum (1.0 U) at the value of 35
(Table 1, entry 4). The immobilization and activity yields
showed a similar behavior, confirming the positive role of the
dilution parameter to reduce possible negative “close packing”
effects.17 On the other hand, the low value (18%) of the activity
yield (Table 1, entry 4) implies that only a small fraction of the
immobilized enzyme is active. Further dilution of the system
(e.g., support/DERA ratio = 45; Table 1, entry 5) did not
increase the activity or the activity yield of the catalyst, thus
representing a critical end-point. A similar trend has been
previously reported for DERA5b and for other enzymes
immobilized on MWCNTs.17a It must be pointed out that
the activity of catalyst I is higher than that of native DERA
when similar amounts of free or supported enzyme are
compared (Table 1, entry 4 vs entry 1).
Depending on the pH of the solution and the isoelectric

point, the surface of the enzyme may bear charges.12,18 Based
on this assumption, the immobilization of DERA was also
performed by applying the layer by layer (LbL) technique,
consisting in the deposition of charged polyelectrolytes on the
support19 which usually can stabilize the enzyme.20 ox-
MWCNTs were treated with positively charged poly(diallyl
dimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) in NaCl solution (0.5
M) under orbital shaking,21 to yield ox-MWCNTs/PDDA. The
residual PDDA in the solution was evaluated by UV−vis
analysis of supernatant in the presence of Comassie Brillant
Blue (CBB).22 Catalyst II (that is, ox-MWCNTs/PDDA/
DERA; Figure 2) was then prepared by addition of DERA in
sodium acetate buffer (0.1 M, pH 5.5) for 40 min at 25 °C,
under the experimental conditions previously reported for
catalyst I (Table 1, entries 6−8). Attempts to carry out the
immobilization at pH 7.0 (0.1 M, sodium phosphate buffer)
lead to low active catalyst.
Catalyst II showed an immobilization yield lower than that

for I even at the highest value of the support/DERA ratio
(Table 1, entry 8 vs entry 4). As a consequence, a low value of
activity (0.11 U) was observed. With respect to activity yield,
ca. 50% of DERA maintained its catalytic activity after the
immobilization (Table 1, entry 8), suggesting a beneficial effect
of PDDA on the stability of the enzyme. This value is greater
than that previously obtained for catalyst I, in which case only
ca. 20% of initial activity was maintained (Table 1, entry 4). On

the basis of these data, further experiments have been
performed to improve the immobilization yield (and possibly
the activity) of catalyst II, increasing the loading times (4 and 6
h, respectively; Table 1, entries 9 and 10) and, in a selected
case, replacing PDDA with polyallylamine hydrochloride
(PHA; Table 1, entry 11). Under these experimental
conditions, a gradual improvement of the immobilization
yield was observed, but the activity of catalyst II was still
significantly lower than that of I, probably due to the low
amount of enzyme immobilized on the support. Note that the
reversed process, that is the coating of catalyst I with PDDA (at
the optimal value of the support/DERA ratio), yielded the very
low active catalyst III (ox-MWCNTs/DERA/PDDA, Figure 3)
(Table 1, entry 12). Diffusional phenomena in the polyelec-
trolyte layer, able to modify the DERA accessibility and
reactivity, may be responsible for these findings.
At this stage, the use of pristine MWCNTs was evaluated by

exploring the role of hydrophobic and van der Waals
interactions, in accordance with data previously reported for
lipase and other enzymes.23 MWCNTs were suspended in
sodium acetate buffer (pH 5.5) and subjected to prolonged
sonication to increase the surface available for enzyme
immobilization. A DERA solution in the same buffer was
then added (different support/DERA ratio ranging from 10 to
45 mg/mg, Table 1 entries 13−16) and the mixture shaken for
40 min at 25 °C to yield catalyst IV (MWCNTs/DERA; Figure
4). In this case, the low values of both activity and activity yield
(0.09 U and 8.0%, respectively), in spite of the relatively high

Scheme 1. Enzymatic Assay of DERAa

aAbbreviations used: DRP (2-deoxyribose-5-phosphate), ACH (acetaldehyde), G-3-P (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate), TPI (triose-phosphate
isomerase), DHAP (dihydroxyacetone phosphate), GDH (glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase), NADH (ß-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide,
reduced form), NAD+ (ß-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, oxidized form).

Figure 2. Schematic representation of catalyst II: PDDA (green).
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efficiency of enzyme immobilization (see, for example, Table 1,
entry 15), suggest an extensive process of deactivation of DERA
as a result of immobilization. Proteins can undergo conforma-
tional changes when immobilized, depending on the nature of
the support. In the case of MWCNTs, large lipophilic areas are
required for van der Waals interactions. Since the surface of the
enzyme that is exposed to water is characterized by hydrophilic
residues,24 conformational changes are necessary to exhibit the
hydrophobic area toward the support. This process can alter the
enzyme activity, causing denaturation upon adsorption. Thus,
DERA can behave differently depending on the properties of
the support, which can affect its conformation in a
fundamentally different manner.25

Finally, a supramolecular approach based on ionic exchange
interactions between DERA and pyrenebutyric acid (PBA, pKa
= 4.8), which acts as a tethering agent on the surface of
MWCNTs, was used.26 As schematically shown in Figure 5,
PBA was adsorbed by means of a π−π stacking on the surface
of a pristine nanotube.
Briefly, MWCNTs were dispersed in EtOH containing PBA

at 25 °C by combination of sonication (2 h) and shaking (150
rpm, overnight). The MWCNTs/PBA system was treated with
different support/DERA ratios (ranging from 10 to 35 mg/mg,
Table 1 entries 17−19) in 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer, at 25
°C. Catalyst V was easily recovered by centrifugation.
Compared with catalyst IV, the use of PBA led to a slightly
more active catalyst (Table 1, entries 13−15 vs entries 17−19)
although still far away from the performance of catalyst I, which
was definitively identified as the most active one. On the basis

of data reported in the literature, catalyst I showed a better, or
comparable, reactivity with respect to previously reported
systems based on the covalent immobilization of DERA (from
E. coli) on p-benzoquinone/amino acids support10c or
mesocellular siliceous foam (MCF),10a respectively, or by
immobilization of genetically modified DERA (from Klebsiella
pneumonia) on interparticle pore type mesoporous silica
(IMS).10b

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM). The catalysts I−II and IV−V
were analyzed by both scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to verify the morphology
and size of MWCNTs in the overall steps of the preparation
procedure. Figure 6 shows SEM images and corresponding
AFM images27 of selected areas of different samples. Individual
MWCNTs were found. The corresponding AFM images
(Figure 6b, d, f, and h) show the detail of a single nanotube
immobilized on Si; the white areas, which are higher than the
substrate, are dragged from the AFM tip during the scanning.
Similar AFM images of pristine and functionalized MWCNTs
have been previously obtained.17a

In Figure 6a and b, two short nanotubes of catalyst I (Table
1, entry 4) are shown. The lighter rectangular areas were
produced by the SEM electronic beam during image
acquisition, and we can see clearly how the beam changes the
surface morphology of the substrate. Fragments of catalyst II
(Table 1, entry 8) are reported in Figure 6c and d. In this case
it was more difficult to disperse and identify the functionalized
nanotubes, and those identified appear very tangled. The white
area is a part of nanotube dragged from the AFM tip during the
scanning.
Catalyst IV (Table 1, entry 13) is shown in Figure 6e and f.

Nanotubes were easily dispersed and appear not broken. The
upper end of the nanotube was pulled away by the AFM tip
during scanning, forming a tangle higher than the structure of
the nanotube. Catalyst V (Table 1, entry 19) is reported in
Figure 6g and h. In this case the dispersion in milli-Q water did
not break the nanotubes that appear long and well-defined.
Figure 7 reports the high-resolution AFM images (bidimen-

sional part a and tridimensional part b) of the same catalysts
(I−II and IV−V) and the related image profiles (part c) for
selected directions (line in bidimensional AFM images, part a).
The surface of catalyst I appears to be enveloped by a
nonuniform coating (Figure 7a); the maximal height (h) and
width at half-height (d), evaluated by a profile analysis (Figure
7c), for the most uniform structure were 69.5 ± 0.5 and 160 ±

Figure 3. Schematic representation of catalyst III: PDDA (green).

Figure 4. Schematic representation of catalyst IV.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of catalyst V.
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2 nm, respectively. The measurement uncertainty of a single
measure is due to the instrument sensitivity: ± 0.5 nm in the
height (z axis) and ±2 nm in the x−y plane. The width of the
nanotube has been estimated at half-height, and not at the
bottom, to reduce the size of errors resulting from effects of tip
convolution. In Table 2 are reported the mean, the standard
deviation (σ), and the standard error of the mean (σ/√N) of
the maximal height (h) and width at half-height (d) of pristine
MWCNT and catalysts I−II and IV−V, evaluated by profile
analyses of high-resolution AFM images. For each catalyst and
for pristine MWCNTs, we have identified 25 dispersed
nanotubes, and a statistical analysis has been made on this
sample. The MWCNTs and catalysts shown in Figure 7 are
well representative of the measured samples.
For comparison in Table 2 are reported the height and width

of unmodified MWCNTs.17a As we expect, the functionalized
MWCNTs are higher and wider than the unmodified
nanotubes and show a uniform diameter along the entire

length of the MWCNT. This is the proof that the enzyme is
adsorbed on the entire tube.
High-resolution AFM images of catalyst II are reported in

Figure 7d. The surface is smooth, and h and d are 69.0 ± 0.5
and 100 ± 2 nm, respectively (Figure 7f). Catalysts I and II
have comparable heights but different widths: the dimensions
of the second system appear reduced to about 60 nm. We can
speculate that a stronger interaction between PDDA and a
functionalized nanotube could reduce the bond distance and
then the size of the catalyst II; nevertheless, the low values of
the immobilization yields observed in this case (see Table 1,
entries 6−11) could also reasonably justify the observed
reduced size. The AFM analysis of catalyst IV (Figure 7g)
showed a remarkable roughness and the presence of nonuni-
form coating that can be attributed to different bond strengths
(i.e., hydrophobic instead of ion exchange interactions)
between DERA and pristine carbon nanotubes. In addition,
the sample of catalyst IV analyzed contained a greater amount
of loaded enzyme (Table 1, entry 13) with respect to the other
catalysts: thus, the influence due to this, upon the increase of
the observed thickness, cannot be ruled out. From the image
profile, the maximal h is 80.0 ± 0.5 nm and d is 210 ± 2 nm.
Also catalyst V (Figure 7j) shows a considerable roughness;
again, the presence of PBA reduces the thickness of catalyst V,
probably due to a more intense interaction with DERA. The
maximal h and d values are, respectively, 112.3 ± 0.5 nm and 98
± 2 nm.

Determination of the Kinetic Parameters. Kinetic
parameters were determined for the most active catalyst I by
measuring the initial rates of the reaction with 2-deoxy-D-
ribose-5-phosphate (DRP) in Tris-HCl buffer (100 mM, pH
7.5) at 25 °C. Nine concentrations of DRP (ranging from 0.05
to 2.5 mM) were used to determine the reaction rates. The Km
and Vmax were calculated by plotting data in both Lineweaver−
Burk and nonlinear regression plots. Results are reported in
Table 3.
Irrespective of the regression method used, catalyst I showed

a Vmax higher than native DERA (and a lower value of Km),
suggesting a better interaction between the enzyme and the
substrate following the process of immobilization. These data
are in accordance with data previously reported in the literature
for the immobilization of DERA on other supports.10a

Storage Stability and Reusability Properties. A
significant advantage connected to the immobilization of
enzymes can derive from their increased stability and the
possibility of reuse in successive cycles. In previous studies,
DERA showed a good storage stability at 4 °C after microwave-
assisted covalent immobilization.10c The storage stabilities of
DERA and catalyst I were then evaluated by measuring the
enzyme activity at specific intervals of time (0−15 days) at 25
°C. The catalyst was previously stored at 4 °C in sealed bottles,
and at each time point the enzyme activity was measured.
Catalyst I retained almost the full activity over the period of

time studied, while DERA showed a decrease of activity after
the first 5 days, thereby reaching a value of ca. 80% of residual
activity after 15 days (Figure 8). These data confirm the
optimal behavior in terms of storage stability of catalyst I. The
reusability properties showed similar trends. In this latter case,
the activity of catalyst I was determined by recording the time-
dependent decrease of the absorbance at 340 nm (NADH
consumption) in the previously described activity assay. The
catalyst was recovered by centrifugation, washed to remove the
substrate, and used again for successive five runs. Under these

Figure 6. SEM and AFM images of catalysts I (a and b), II (c and d),
IV (e and f), and V (g and h), respectively.
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experimental conditions, catalyst I retained up to 85% of the
initial activity, confirming its recyclability (see Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information).
Acetaldehyde Tolerance. It is well-known from the

literature that DERA shows a low tolerance to high aldehyde

concentrations.28 To investigate the tolerance of catalyst I
toward acetaldehyde,10b as a selected substrate, 0.2 U of catalyst
was incubated in TEA (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing 300 mM of
acetaldehyde (200 μL) at 25 °C for 0−30 min. The samples
were recovered by centrifugation and washed with TEA, and
the DRP cleavage activity was measured as previously reported.
As shown in Figure 9, the activity of DERA decreased to 20%
after 30 min, while catalyst I retained more than 80% of its
activity. The inactivation of DERA by acetaldehyde (or others
aldehydes) is mainly due to formation of Schiff bases with
lysine residues. It is reasonable to suggest that the observed

Figure 7. High resolution AFM images (bidimensional, tridimensional, and image profiles) of catalysts I (a, b, and c), II (d, e, and f), IV (g, h, and i),
and V (j, k, and l), respectively.

Table 2. Mean, Standard Deviation (σ), and Standard Error
of Mean (σ/√N) of the Maximal Height (h) and Width at
Half-Height (d) of Pristine MWCNT and Catalysts I−II and
IV−V, Evaluated by Profile Analyses of AFM Imagesa

Catalystb
h

(nm)
σh

(nm)
σh /√N
(nm)

d
(nm)

σd
(nm)

σd /√N
(nm)

MWCNTc 46 ±13 ±6 64 ±13 ±6
Id 73 ±24 ±10 155 ±25 ±10
IId 69 ±16 ±7 107 ±15 ±7
IVd 73 ±14 ±6 215 ±13 ±6
Vd 121 ±20 ±9 97 ±14 ±6

aSee Figure 7. bCatalytic systems: I = ox-MWCNTs/DERA; II = ox-
MWCNTs/PDDA/DERA; IV = MWCNTs/DERA; V = MWCNTs/
PBA/DERA. cSee ref 17a. dFor the support/DERA ratio of analyzed
catalysts I−II and IV−V, see comments in Figure 6.

Table 3. Kinetic Parameters for DERA and Catalyst Ia

Km (mM)
Vmax (ΔAbs/min·μg

enz)

Method DERA catalyst I DERA catalyst I

Lineweaver−Burk 0.55 0.34 0.171 0.198
nonlinear regression 0.64 0.28 0.125 0.297

aAll experiments were carried out in triplicate using free and
immobilized DERA. Average errors in kinetic parameters were 2−
4% for Km and 1−3% for Vmax.
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increased tolerance of catalyst I can result from the interaction
between the positively charged lysines of DERA and negatively
charged support (ox-MWCNTs) that could mask in part the
nucleophilic centers, making them low reactive toward the
excess of aldehyde.29 On the other hand, factors affecting the
“microenvironment engineering”, that is the generation of a
hydrophilic environment around the enzyme (or just some
areas) that will reduce the local aldehyde content, or even just a
more rigid conformation of the enzyme that can remain active
after modification, cannot be completely ruled out.29d Note that
the tolerance of catalyst I to acetaldehyde was higher than that
previously described for DERA when supported on interparticle
pore type mesoporous silica (that is ca. 50%, after 30 min).10b

Cross-Aldol Condensation. The cross-aldol condensation
is a chemical transformation specific for DERA with respect to
other aldolases. The versatility of catalyst I in this reaction was
evaluated analyzing the reactivity of acetaldehyde 1. In
particular, we studied the condensation of 1 alone (self-
condensation) or in the presence of chloro-acetaldehyde 2, as a

representative electrophilic acceptor (Scheme 2). Note that
only a few examples of this process are reported in the
literature.30 Briefly, catalyst I (100 mM) in TEA-HCl buffer
(500 μL, pH 7.5) was stirred with 1 (500 mM) alone or in the
presence of 2 (500 mM) for 24 h at 25 °C. After workup, the
crude was oxidized with Ca(ClO)2 at 5−20 °C (pH 3, adjusted
with phosphoric acid) to convert lactol intermediates A to
stable β−hydroxy-δ-lactones, 4-hydroxy-6-methyltetrahydro-
2H-pyran-2-one 3, and 4-hydroxy-6-chloromethyltetrahydro-
2H-pyran-2-one 4, respectively (Scheme 2).30 The reactions
with native DERA were also performed as references. Under
these experimental conditions, the β−hydroxy-δ-lactones 3 and
4 were obtained in 81% and 89% yield, respectively (Scheme 2,
Table 4). It is noteworthy that, irrespective of reaction

conditions, catalyst I was more efficient than DERA, in which
case compounds 3 and 4 were only obtained in 46% and 34%
yield, respectively (Table 4, entries 1 and 3 versus entries 2 and
4).

■ CONCLUSIONS
The immobilization of DERA on MWCNTs was studied for
the first time, and a versatile procedure was established. The
efficiency of the immobilized DERA was found to depend on
the employed procedure. The absorption of DERA, based on
the direct ionic exchange interactions with ox-MWCNTs,
afforded the best system (catalyst I). The activity of catalyst I
reached a maximum (1.0 U) at a support/DERA ratio value of
35:1, and it decreased by further increasing the concentration of
DERA, probably due to close packing effects.17 The deposition
of PDDA (catalyst II), as well as the presence of the PDDA
layer between DERA and MWCNTs (catalyst III), decreased
both the activity and the immobilization yield. Slightly better
results were obtained by direct adsorption of DERA on pristine
MWCNTs (catalyst IV) or by formation of supramolecular
aggregations with the PBA/MWCNTs support (catalyst V).
The morphology of catalysts I−II and IV−V was studied by
SEM and AFM techniques, which were shown to be powerful
tools to monitor the effects that the different procedures used

Figure 8. Storage stability of free DERA and catalyst I.

Figure 9. Acetaldehyde tolerance of free DERA and catalyst I.

Scheme 2. Cross-Aldol Condensation of Acetaldehyde 1 and Chloroacetaldehyde 2 with Native DERA or Catalyst I

Table 4. Cross-Aldol Condensation of Acetaldehyde 1 and
Chloroacetaldehyde 2 with Native DERA or Calalyst I

Entry Aldehyde Catalyst Product Conversion (%) Yield (%)

1 1 DERA 3 >98% 46
2 1 Catalyst I 3 >98% 81
3 1 + 2 DERA 4 >98% 34
4 1 + 2 Catalyst I 4 >98% 89
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for the anchoring of DERA may exert on the morphological
aspects of the resulting catalysts. From a kinetic point of view,
catalyst I showed higher Vmax and lower Km values than DERA,
and it was stable enough to be stored and used for at least five
runs. The synthetic utility of catalyst I was tested in the cross-
aldol condensation of acetaldehyde 1 alone or in the presence
of chloroaldehydes 2 as electrophilic acceptor. The β-hydroxy-
δ-lactone derivatives 3 and 4 were obtained in 81% and 89%
yield, respectively, depending on the reaction conditions, with
the best performance being obtained in the cross-aldol reaction
of acetaldehydes 1 and 2 with catalyst I (89% yield). It is
interesting to note that the latter was more efficient than native
DERA, suggesting an effective role of the immobilization
procedure on the reactivity of the enzyme.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents and Materials. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes

(MWCNTs), 2-deoxyribose 5-phosphate aldolase (DERA)
recombinant K12 from E. coli (EC 4.1.2.4), 2-deoxy-D-ribose-
5-phosphate (DRP), pyrenebutyric acid (PBA, pKa = 4.8),
triethanolamine (TEA), triose-phosphate isomerase (TPI),
glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GDH), ethyl acetate
(EtOAc), poly(diallyl dimethylammonium chloride) PDDA,
acetaldehyde, and chloroacetaldehyde were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. All spectrophotometric measurements were
made with a Varian Cary50 UV−vis spectrophotometer
equipped with a Peltier with a single cell holder. Thin layer
chromatography (TLC) was carried out using a Merck platen
Kieselgel 60 F254. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on
a Bruker (400 MHz) spectrometer. GC−MS analysis was
performed on GC−MS QP5050 Shimadzu apparatus using an
SPB column (25 m, 0.25 mm film thickness) and an isothermal
temperature profile of 100 °C for 2 min, followed by a 10 °C
min−1 temperature gradient to 280 °C for 25 min. The injector
temperature was 280 °C. Chromatography-grade helium was
used as the carrier gas with a flow of 2.7 mL·min−1. Mass
spectra were recorded on a Varian instrument with an electron
beam of 70 eV. Quantitative analyses were performed by using
dodecane as the internal standard. All experiments were done in
triplicate using native and immobilized DERA.
Preparation of Catalysts. Oxidation of MWCNTs. Multi-

walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs, >95% purity, inner
diameter 5−10 nm and outer diameter 10−30 nm, length 0.5−
50 μm) were treated with a concentrated sulfuric acid (98%)/
nitric acid (65%) mixture (3:1 v/v) in a sonication bath, for 4 h.
The resulting solution was diluted with deionized water and
extensively washed by consecutive sonication/centrifugation
steps until the pH became neutral. The oxidized nanotubes (ox-
MWCNTs) were lyophilized and stored at room temperature
as a dry powder.
Preparation of Catalyst I: Ox-MWCNTs/DERA. Different

amounts of DERA (ranging from 0.1 to 0.02 mg) were
adsorbed on ox-MWCNTs (1.0 mg) in sodium acetate buffer
(0.1 M, pH 5.5) under orbital shaking at room temperature (40
min at 150 rpm). The excess enzyme was removed by
centrifugation, and the surnatant was used for immobilization
and activity yield calculations. The catalyst was washed several
times with buffer in order to ensure the complete removal of
unbounded enzyme. The absence of DERA in the washing
waters was confirmed by the activity assay and the Bradford
method.
Preparation of Catalyst II: Ox-MWCNTs/PDDA/DERA. Ox-

MWCNTs (0.5 mg) were dispersed in 1.0 mL of 0.5 M NaCl

solution containing 1.0 mg of PDDA by combination of
sonication (5 min, rt) and orbital shaking (20 min, rt, 170
rpm). The excess PDDA was removed by centrifugation at
6000 rpm × 20 min. An additional washing cycle was necessary
to remove the PDDA residue (6000 rpm × 20 min). Then,
PDDA wrapped carbon nanotubes were dispersed in 0.5 mL of
0.1 M sodium acetate buffer solution (pH 5.5) containing
DERA (ranging from 0.05 to 0.014 mg) and shaken (40 min, rt,
150 rpm). The excess enzyme was removed by centrifugation at
6000 rpm for 20 min (an additional washing cycle was
necessary).

Preparation of Catalyst III: Ox-MWCNTs/DERA/PDDA. Ox-
MWCNTs/DERA (0.5 mg) were dispersed in 1.0 mL of 0.5 M
NaCl solution (pH 7.0) containing 1.0 mg of PDDA by
combination of sonication (5 min, rt) and orbital shaking (20
min, rt, 170 rpm). The excess PDDA was removed by
centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 20 min. An additional washing
cycle was necessary to remove the PDDA residue (6000 rpm ×
20 min).

Preparation of Catalyst IV: MWCNTs/DERA. MWCNTs
(0.5 mg) were dispersed in 0.4 mL of 0.1 M sodium acetate
buffer (pH 5.5) by prolonged sonication (30 min). A DERA
solution in the same buffer (0.1 mL containing DERA ranging
from 0.05 to 0.011 mg) was then added and shaken (40 min, rt,
150 rpm). The excess enzyme was removed by centrifugation at
6000 rpm for 20 min. An additional washing cycle was
necessary to remove the enzyme residue.

Preparation of Catalyst V : MWCNTs/PBA/DERA.
MWCNTs (4 mg) were dispersed in 20 mL of EtOH
containing 40 mg of PBA by combination of sonication (2 h)
and shaking (150 rpm overnight). MWCNTs/PBA (0.5 mg)
were centrifuged at 6000 rpm and the water removed. After
centrifugation, the black solid was dispersed in 0.1 M Na
acetate buffer solution (0.5 mL, pH 5.5) containing various
amount of DERA (ranging from 0.05 to 0.014 mg) and shaken
(40 min, rt, 150 rpm). The excess enzyme was removed by
centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 20 min. An additional washing
cycle was necessary to remove the enzyme residue.

Determination of Activity, Activity Yield and Immobi-
lization Yield. The activity of native and immobilized enzyme
was measured by following the oxidation of NADH in a
coupled assay converting glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate, one of
the DRP cleavage products, to glycerol 3-phosphate by TPI and
GDH (Scheme 1). The reaction mixture (1.5 mL) contained
100 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5), 0.1 mM NADH, 1 mM
DRP, 3 μL of TPI/GDH (according to the protocol described
in ref 10b), and 2.8 μg of native or immobilized DERA. The
assay started after the addition of the enzyme, and the
consumption of NADH was monitored at 340 nm. The
extinction coefficient of NADH was taken to be 6.22 mM−1

cm−1. The activity was defined as the amount of DERA
required to catalyze the cleavage of 1 μmol of DRP per minute
at pH 7.5 and 25 °C. The activity of immobilized DERA was
expressed as activity unit per milligram of support and as
activity and immobilization yield. Spectrophotometric data
were analyzed with Cary WinUV software. All experiments
were carried out in triplicate using free and immobilized DERA.

SEM and AFM Characterization of Catalysts. The
surface morphology of the samples has been studied by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis, making use of a
Zeiss, LEO 1530 apparatus equipped with a field emission
electron gun, while atomic force microscopy (AFM) was
performed with a Digital Dimension D5000 instrument with a
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Nanoscope IV controller, using commercial silicon tips
(frequency range 51−94 kHz) scanned by means of a Veeco
Nanoman closed loop XY head. For the SEM and AFM
analysis, different solutions of the samples were prepared. In
particular, the samples were dispersed in Milli-Q water, in order
to prevent the enzyme denaturation. All the solutions were
sonicated for 5 min at room temperature, and a drop of each
solution was taken and deposited onto silicon substrates (Si).
At the end, the obtained samples deposited on Si were
subjected to annealing at 50 °C to quickly evaporate the solvent
(water). First SEM analysis was done to identify individual
dispersed nanotubes, and then, through a mapping of Si
substrate, same nanotubes were detected with AFM. At first
SEM analysis was done to identify individual dispersed
nanotubes, namely 25 nanotubes for each sample, and then,
through a mapping of Si substrate, the same nanotubes were
detected with AFM. The mean value, the standard deviation,
and the standard error of the mean of the maximal height and
width at half-height were obtained by a statistical analysis of
profiles of high-resolution AFM images.
Determination of the Kinetic Constants. The kinetic

constants of native and immobilized DERA were determined by
measuring the initial rates of the reaction with DRP as the
substrate in Tris-HCl buffer (100 mM, pH 7.5) at 25 °C. Nine
concentrations of DRP, ranging from 0.05 to 2.5 mM, were
used to determine the reaction rates. The Km and Vmax were
calculated by plotting data in Lineweaver−Burk and nonlinear
regression plots.
Storage Stability. The storage stability of native and

immobilized DERA was estimated by measuring enzyme
activity for specific time intervals (0−15 days) at 25 °C. The
catalyst was stored at 4 °C in sealed bottles, and at each time
point, an appropriate amount was taken, and the enzyme
activity was measured as described above.
Enzyme Recycling. The activity of catalyst I was

determined by recording the time-dependent decrease in
absorbance at 430 nm (NADH consumption) in the described
coupled assay. The catalyst was then recovered by centrifuga-
tion (6000 rpm for 20 min), washed to remove the substrate,
and reused again for the cleavage of fresh DRP.
Acetaldehyde Tolerance of Native and Immobilized

DERA. To investigate the tolerance of DERA to a high
concentration of aldehyde, 0.5 mg of catalyst I was incubated in
a 100 mM TEA solution (pH 7.5), containing 300 mM
acetaldehyde 1 (500 μL) at 25 °C. After 20 min an aliquot was
removed (100 μL), catalyst I was recovered by centrifugation,
and the DRP cleavage activity was measured. The experiments
were performed in triplicate.
Cross-Aldol Condensations. Catalyst I (0.1 U) in TEA-

HCl buffer (500 μL, pH 7.5) was treated with acetaldehyde 1
(500 mM) alone or in the presence of chloroacetaldehyde 2
(500 mM) for 24 h at 25 °C. As a general workup procedure,
the pH of the reaction was lowered to 4.5 using phosphoric
acid (in the case of heterogeneous conditions, the catalyst I was
removed from the reaction mixture by centrifugation). A small
amount of Na2SO4 was added in order to facilitate the
extraction of reaction products with EtOAc (3 × 5.0 mL). The
collected organic extracts were cooled to 0 °C, the pH was
adjusted to 3 with phosphoric acid, and a small excess of
Ca(ClO)2 was added, keeping the pH between 2 and 6 (with
phosphoric acid) and the temperature in the range between 5
and 20 °C. After 3.0 h, chlorine was driven out by bubbling
nitrogen and EtOAc was evaporated under vacuum. The yellow

oil residue was purified by analytical TLC (Silica gel 60 F254-
Merk, running solvent 1-butanol, acetic acid, and H2O, using p-
anisaldehyde as developing solution) to yield δ-lactones 4-
hydroxy-6-methyltetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-one 3 or 4-hydroxy-6-
chloromethyltetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-one 4, in quantitative
conversion and 81% and 89% yield, respectively.

4-Hydroxy-6-methyltetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-one 3. Oil; 1H
NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6) δ ppm: 4.76 (1H, m), 4.10−4.40
(m, 2H), 2.40−2.50 (1H, m), 1.94 (1H, m), 1.71 (1H, m), 1.29
(3H, m, CH3);

13C NMR (125 MHz, acetone-d6) δ ppm:
170.6, 72.7, 63.1, 39.1, 38.2, 21.8; GC-MS: 131 (M + H)+.

4-Hydroxy-6-chloromethyltetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-one 4.
Oil; 1H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6) δ ppm: 4.50 (1H, m),
3.75−3.58 (3H, m), 2.40−2.70 (2H, m), 1.80−2.30 (2H, m);
13C NMR (125 MHz, acetone-d6) δ ppm: 169.3, 74.2, 65.4,
48.5, 40.0, 37.1; GC-MS: 165 (M + H)+.
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